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UNALOME
Inspired in New York
Made in Istanbul

unalome
is Karma's Newest Collection

KARMA,,,
all started with creator Michele Bell, strolling through a street
fair in NYC. Michele was drawn towards this small table, displayed an eyecatching, and unique as she describes it, set of custom-made jewelry designs.
Making friends with the table owners, Michele didn’t realize that her powerful
energy had specifically landed her in a place that was the birth of what
would later be - designing her own lifestyle brand. Michele has a Ph.D. in
Philosophy and Metaphysics, that has led her to become a Spiritual Empath
Messenger, a natural vocation for a Master Life Path 11. Her background isn’t
however only in spiritual development, but in the arts. Creative Visionary, is
another trademark she has gravitated towards within her destiny. Michele has
organically blended her knowledge & wisdom in a pratical & empowering way.
That day at the street fair, Michele fell so much in love with that creative
display of jewelry, she purchased several one-of-a-kind peices. Michele’s
intuitive force was drawn to this table, uniting with the jewelry designer’s
soul. After some time, astounded by the artistic jewelry design and quality,
Michele began to channel on paper specific drawings to create her own
handcrafted collection with the help of her new friend from the street fair,
through his manufacturing, which was done in Istanbul. KARMA was birthed.
Since the inspiration of KARMA, Michele’s mindful spirit walk in her journey
has continued to manifest. Michele lost her son to cancer in 2005 and has for
the last several years has been writing a book, “A Journey of Unconditional
Love”. Her very awakened and emotional journey of writing this book, lead
her to a tattoo parlor, where she most prominently engraved the UNALOME
symbol on her. Upon a visit to the Berkshires in Lenox, Massachusetts –
Michele’s soul found itself draw to the inspiration of sharing the very
powerful message and meaning of the UNALOME symbol with the world. It
was on the night of June 20th, 2016 under the solstice moon, the very night of
her late son’s 30th birthday, when the next step to Michele’s journey took
place. Pronouncing it’s birth, UNALOME by KARMA was about to change the
universe. UNALOME is more than jewelry, is it a representation of each
person’s internal journey to enlightenment. UNALOME signifies how we
transform within, a visual image. The path we walk, through the spirals &
swirls, some we don’t understand, each a life lesson.
We gradually explore our purpose as we welcome life’s obstacles to reconnect
as we evolve into Divine Empowerment, if we lead our lives – soul first.

One-Of-A-Kind
Lightweight & Sturdy
Handcrafted
Made in Istanbul
Available in Gun Metal, Solid Brass, or Sterling Silver
Made with Copper Wire which can be a Healing Element
Current Designs Include
Bracelets, Rings, Earrings, and Necklaces
Hypo-Allergenic (No Nickel or Lead)
Packaged on 7 Chakra Colored Cards
Only Sold in Qualifying Boutiques and Jewelry Galleries
A Powerful Symbol to Center and Ground Oneself
A Visual Image of Reaching Your Spiritual & Personal Quest
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UNALOME on Social Media
Click Links Below
@Chaos2Nirvana #Chaos2Nirvana

